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“For nearly fifty years, the Remington Model 700 rifle has been the preferred choice for 
millions of hunters, shooting sports enthusiasts and military and law enforcement 
personnel. 
 
Despite emotional reporting of baseless and unproven allegations and plaintiff lawyer 
assertions, several undisputed facts remain: 
 
The Model 700 is the most popular, reliable, accurate and trusted bolt-action rifle in the 
world, with over five million rifles produced and billions of rounds fired over nearly five 
decades. 
 
The Model 700 is the firearm of choice for elite shooters from America’s military and 
law enforcement communities, and has been the platform for the United States Marine 
Corps and the U.S. Army precision sniper weapon systems for over two decades, both of 
which specifically require the “Walker” trigger mechanism. 
 
The Model 700, including its trigger mechanism, has been free of any defect since it was 
first produced and, despite any careless reporting to the contrary, the gun’s use by 
millions of Americans has proven it to be a safe, trusted and reliable rifle. 
 
Both Remington and experts hired by plaintiff attorneys have conducted testing on guns 
returned from the field which were alleged to have fired without a trigger pull, and 
neither has ever been able to duplicate such an event on guns which had been properly 
maintained and which had not been altered after sale. 
 
Remington takes safety very seriously.  We support hunter safety and other educational 
programs nationwide, and include with every Remington firearm, the “Ten 
Commandments of Firearm Safety,” which urgently remind every gun owner that if 
proper firearms safety rules are followed, no accidental injuries would ever occur. 
 
The men and women who build, own and shoot the Remington Model 700 take great 
pride in a product that, over the last half century, has set the bar for safety, reliability and 
performance.” 




